Abstract. The address length of IPv6 is 128 and it has no classification addressing, which makes routing lookup processing burden of core router is heavier and the requirements are higher. As many existing algorithms cannot adapt to new requirements after expanding to IPv6, it is necessary to propose a new routing lookup algorithm based on IPv6. After thorough analysis of the IPv6 address prefix distribution regularity, this paper proposes a new scheme based on simple data structure: Hash Table and Multibit Trie (retrieval). This algorithm first classifies the prefix value and then starts its first lookup by using the first 48bits prefix of the IPv6 Address. Simulation results show that in most cases, the algorithm needs only one memory access to find the next hop routing information. This algorithm has high lookup speed and can be easily implemented with hardware.
Introduction
In recent years, with the heat of Internet of things and Internet of vehicles, IPv4 (Internet Protocol Version 4) technology which has been widely used in current Internet has been difficult to support the sustainable development of the network [1] . IPv6, as a replacement technology of IPv4, can solve the problems existing in the current IPv4 network, such as the IPv4 resource depletion, the large scale of the routing table, the low security and the poor quality of service. But it is still used in the small scope of scientific research [2] . In order to alleviate the depletion of IPv4 address, this paper introduced CIDR [3] based on the technology of IPv4 technology to make the address prefix allocation more flexible [4] . Due to the defects of the IPv4 itself, it has been unable to support the further development of the internet. However, The IPv6 is designed by the IETF to replace the next generation of IP protocol IPv4, both in terms of security or quality of service has been significantly improved. According to RFC2460 released by IETF, the biggest change of IPv6 and IPv4 is that the IPv6 address length reaches 128 bits. This change solves the problem of exhaustion of IPv4 address space once and for all. But the longer IPv6 address length increases the difficulty and complexity of the longest prefix matching. Although there are many IPv4-based fast routing lookup algorithms, these routing algorithms are difficult to migrate to IPv6, or are low performance after transplantation, and are less practical. Therefore, it is necessary to design a routing lookup algorithm suitable for IPv6 to promote the popularity of IPv6. The main content of this paper is to propose a high-speed routing lookup algorithm in IPv6 networks.
Related Algorithms and Research
The longest prefix matching problem is one of the most important problems to be solved in routing lookup algorithm, which is the most studied part by researchers currently. The longest prefix matching algorithm can be divided into three types: Trie, hash table, and hardware [5] . Among the algorithms based on the Trie tree, the most classic is the binary Trie tree. In this data structure, the next hop routing information is stored in a leaf node or a branch node. During the route lookup process, the left and right branches are determined according to whether each bit of the prefix is 0 or 1. Through this data structure, the IPv6 routing lookup requires 128 memory accesses in the worst case, and the performance is low. Then some scholars have improved the binary Trie tree, and put forward compression, multi-bit and other improved algorithms [6] [7] [8] [9] .
In the early Linux system, the routing lookup algorithm used a hash table structure, Linux maintains a hash table for each address prefix length. When routing lookup, the destination IP address is started from the longest prefix length, and the next hop routing information is selected according to the hash result. The hash table has the characteristics of fast query speed, and only one memory access is needed in the ideal condition. However, most of the algorithms based on hashing are poorly scalable, and as the number of routing table entries increases, the problem of hash table conflict will become more and more serious, which will lead to the problem of unmanageable routing time [10] [11] [12] .
The hardware-based lookup algorithm has the characteristics of fast searching, simple implementation and parallel access [13] . However, based on the high cost of hardware, the TCAM is more expensive and the storage capacity is limited [14] . At the same time, due to the algorithm is based on the hardware, so the scalability is poor [15] .
Design of Algorithm
This section will analyze the algorithm in detail from the following four aspects: the thought and basis of the algorithm, data structure, hash function design and conflict handling and implementation of the algorithm.
Thought and Basis of Algorithm
Based on the research of the IPv6 address prefix distribution and the current mainstream algorithm, the LFT is improved [16] . As shown in Figure 1 , according to the core router routing table data provided by potaroo, it can be concluded that the address prefix length of IPv6 is mainly concentrated in the range [32, 48] . Among them, the prefix length of 48 entries is the most, which accounts for more than 4 of all the items. Followed by the prefix length of 32 entries, which accounts for one-fifth of all the entries. The remaining prefix length of the routing table number is less, and there is no prefix length of less than 16 of entries. At the same time, according to RFC3587, only the first 64 bits of the 128-bit IPv6 address participate in the routing address, and the last 64 bits are the interface addresses. Therefore, there is no entry with a prefix length greater than 64 in the routing table. In addition, after more than ten years of development, IPv6 has grown to maturity and the distribution of its address prefix length tends to be stable. As shown in Figure 3 , according to the statistics of the IPv6 network since potaroo, with the length of address prefix 32 and 48 as an example, in the early establishment of the IPv6 network, the address prefix length of 32 entries accounted for 65% of all table entries. And its number is once ahead of the address prefix length of 48 entries. From the beginning of 2009, the address prefix length of 32 of the items decreased year by year, and slowly stabilized at around 24%. While the address prefix length of the table of the table showed a steady upward trend, and gradually stabilized at around 45%. Since 2013, the number of items with an address prefix length of 48, which exceeds the address prefix length of the table of 32, has occupied most of the routing table. According to the above IPv6 address prefix distribution characteristics, we can see that in the IPv6 network, the routing table entries with the current prefix length of 16 times are the most. In these entries, the entry with the prefix length of 48 is the largest, and the next is the entry with the prefix length of 32. Therefore, if the algorithm is designed to consider cutting from 48 bits, the 48-bit entry is preferentially searched so that the route lookup operation requires only access to the memory in most cases. Unlike IPv4, the prefix value distribution of IPv6 has obvious characteristics, that is, the beginning with 20,24,26,28 and 2a of the address prefix account for the vast majority. According to the characteristics of the algorithm, the address prefix whose address prefix value does not begin with the above value is stored directly with a hash table. Because this kind of address is very small, so the probability of this kind address to generate a hash conflict is low. Directly stored in a hash table, you can reduce the number of unnecessary memory access and improve search efficiency. The algorithm will improve the efficiency of routing lookup in IPv6 networks by using the above strategies.
Design of Related Data Structure
The data structure of the algorithm design includes hash table and multi-bit tree.
Hash Table. The algorithm manages five different hash tables, namely HT, LFT0, LFT1, LFT2 and LFT3. HT is used to store address prefix information that does not start with 20, 24, 26, 28 and 2a. LFT0, LFT1, LFT2 and LFT3 are used to store address prefix information beginning with 20, 24, 26, 28 and 2a.
HT contains a limited number of tables, even in the core router is only dozens of items, so the structure of the HT is relatively simple, its structure as shown in figure 4 . Prefix is used to store the prefix information and it is a total of 64 bits. NP is as a pointer, which occupies 16 bits. Considering the information stored in the HT table is relatively small, and the probability of occurrence of a hash conflict is low. So when the HT hash conflict occurs, we use of open addressing method to deal with conflict. LFT0 stores prefix information with a prefix length of 48 bits and stores flag information of a prefix length greater than 48 and less than 64. LFT1 stores prefix information with a prefix length of 32 bits and stores flag information with a prefix length greater than 32 and less than 48. LFT2 stores the prefix information with the prefix length of 16 bits and the flag information of the prefix length greater than 16 and less than 32. LFT3 stores the prefix information with the prefix length of 64 bits. The structure is shown in figure 5 . LFT structure is composed of 5 parts, namely Prefix, cFlag, nFlag, NP and CP. Prefix is used to store address prefix information, which occupies 48 bits in LFT0, 32 bits in LFT1, 16 bits in LFT2, 64 bits in LFT3. cFlag occupies 1 bit as the conflicting flag. nFlag occupies 1 bit for whether there is a longer match flag. NP and CP are address pointers and each accounting for 16 bits. Depending on the flag, the meaning and orientation of NP and CP are also different, as is shown in Table 1 . Multi-bit Tree. In addition to the hash table, the algorithm also includes three 6-5-4Trie trees. 6-5-4Trie belongs to the multi-bit tree. But unlike to the multi-bit tree with a fixed-step width, the step size of 6-5-4Trie is not constant. Therefore, relative to the fixed-step multi-bit tree, 6-5-4Trie can use the storage space more effectively. At the same time, 6-5-4Trie is a fixed step width on each layer, so it is simpler to implement the algorithm.
Meanwhile, 6-5-4Trie is a maximum height of 4 multi-bit tree, where the step width the first layer to the second is 6, the second layer to the third is 5, the third to fourth is 4. According to the characteristics of IPv6 address prefix length distribution, it can be seen that the length of address prefix is mainly concentrated in the range of [32, 48] . In this interval, three prefixes of [33,38], [39, 43] and [43, 47] contain almost the same number of address prefixes, the step width is set to 6, 5 and 4 ,which can make the multi-bit tree more balanced and easy to optimize. Due to the characteristics of the multi-bit tree, 6-5-4Trie also requires to extend prefix. The prefix with a prefix length of less than 6 bits is extended to 6 bits, a prefix greater than 6 bits and less than 12 bits is extended to 5 bits and a prefix greater than 12 bits and less than 16 bits is extended to 4 bits. As the height of 6-5-4Trie up to only 4, in the worst case, it completes searching only need to access storage three times, which greatly improve the search performance.
Hash Function Design and Conflict Handling. The performance of the routing lookup algorithm based on hash table is mainly determined by the hash function. Conflict of hash functions is unavoidable. Each excellent performance of the routing algorithm cannot be separated from a good hash function, as well as the strategy of conflict handling. According to the analysis of IPv6 address prefix, we can see that the probability of conflict between LFT0 and LFT1 is higher, and the probability of conflict between LFT2 and LFT3 is lower. Therefore, for different LFT, the algorithm will use different hash functions and conflict handling strategies, as shown in table 2. Five algorithms of H48, H32, H16, H64, H48c and H32c are designed for LFT0, LFT1, LFT2, LFT3, LFT0c and LFT1c. HT hash function uses MD5 to calculate. The rest are calculated using the XOR-Folding. The specific design of each hash function is shown in figure 6 . 
Implementation of Algorithm
The algorithm flow is shown in Figure 7 . The search process is divided into hash table lookup phase and 6-5-4Trie lookup phase. Table. 1. When the IPv6 packet arrives, it determines whether the prefix of the destination IP address starts with 20, 24, 26, 28, and 2a. If not, it is compared with HT after Hash. The matching success is forwarded according to the next hop routing information pointed to by the NP. If the match fails, it is forwarded by default route.
Lookup of Hash
2. If the destination IP address starts with 20, 24, 26, 28 and 2a, then the hash calculation is performed according to the first 48 bits of the destination IP address in the packet. Then, the calculated results are compared with the LFT0 table. If the match is successful and there is no conflict (cFlag = 0) and no longer match (nFlag = 0), then, the packet is forwarded by the next hop routing information pointed to by NP and the algorithm ends. If the match is successful and there is no conflict, but there is a longer match, then NP point to T0 into the next searching phase.
3. When the second step finds a conflict (cFlag = 1), it matches the prefix with the current address prefix information. If match successfully, the process will still be followed by the second step process. If the prefix does not match the current address prefix information, it enters the query of LFT0c table. After matching with hash, if the match is successful, then forward. If fails, enter LFT1.
4. If the match with LFT0 fails in the second step, it enters LFT1. The LFT1 is compared with the result, which is produced by the first 32 bits of the destination IP address matching in the packet. The process is similar to the second step.
5. If it still fails to match until LFT3, the packet is forwarded by default route.
Lookup of 6-5-4Trie. When a longer match is encountered in the hash table lookup phase, then the second phase is entered. That is the searching phase of 6-5-4Trie 1. Take T0 as an example, the 49th to 54th bits of the intercepted destination IP address are matched with the first layer of T0. If the matching is successful and the leaf node has no child nodes, it is forwarded according to the next hop routing information in the leaf node.
2. If the leaf node has a leaf node, the next hop routing information NHP is recorded at this time. And the 55th to 59th bits of the destination IP address are matched with T0. If matching succeeds, the next hop routing information NHP is updated. If fails, it will be forwarded according to NHP.
3. If there is still a leaf node in the second step, the next hop routing information NHP of the leaf node is recorded. The 60th to 64th bits of the destination IP address are matched with T0. If match succeeds, the next hop routing information of the node is forwarded. If fails, it is forwarded according to NHP.
Performance Analysis
The algorithm performance is analyzed from the aspects of algorithm search complexity, routing update performance, storage space required for forwarding table and hash conflict resolution.
Speed of Searching
The routing information with address prefix length of 48 bits is stored in LFT0, the address prefix length of 32 bits is stored in LFT1, address prefix length of 16 bits is stored in LFT2, and the address prefix length of 64 bits is stored in the LFT3. In the search process, they need to access the memory 1, 2, 3 and 4 times. In the worst case, the address prefix information in the LFT2 failed to match successfully, then the algorithm needs to enter the 6-5-4Trie for the second searching. It totally accesses the storage six times. So the time complexity of the algorithm is O(6), which is shown in Table 3 . According to the regularities of IPv6 address prefix distribution, for the current IPv6 network, 70% of the addresses can be found in the first phase of the algorithm, and only 45% of the addresses only need accesses the storage one time. So the complexity of routing lookup is O(6). Table 3 . Relationship between prefix length and number of memory access.
Update of Routing Table
IPv6 is in the developing stage, and the update frequency of the routing table is large, so the effect of routing table update on the performance of routing lookup algorithm cannot be ignored. The routing update operation is similar to the lookup process. For the current IPv6 network, most of the update operations only need to update the corresponding LFT. Address Prefix that length cannot be divisible by 16 need to update the corresponding LFT and update the corresponding 6-5-4Trie, in the worst case, the algorithm needs to access the memory 6 times, so the route update complexity is O(6).
Storage Space of Forwarding Table
The structure of the algorithm determines the storage space consumed by the algorithm. The algorithm includes two kinds of data structures, the hash table and the 6-5-4Trie:
The storage space required for the 1*34bits+8349*66bits+29*49bits+15764*82bits+14*65bits+149*81bits=227KB
For the 6-5-4Trie structure, each node contains pointers and NHP, so a full 6-5-4Trie requires a total storage space is:
(26*6bits) + (25*5bits+16bits)*26+(24*4bits+16bits)*25*26+16bits*24*25*26=854KB In practical use, 6-5-4Trie nodes are relatively sparse, so we can use compression and other means to further reduce the consumption of storage space.
Hash Collisions
As can be seen from Figure 6 , LFT0c and LFT1c will exist when LFT0 and LFT1 conflict. AS6939 is an autonomous network with the largest number of IPv6 routing information in the Internet. It contains 24306 prefixes with prefix length of 16, 32, 48, and 64. After processing, these address prefix information by hash functions, LFT0c and LFT1c contain 43 entries. When 24306 entries are stored in LFT, 43 conflicts occur. For these 43 entries, in addition to the need to access the LFT table, but also need to visit a conflict resolution table. The probability of collision is 0.17%, so the hash function is excellent.
Experiment Simulation
This paper collects the routing tables of AS174, AS3356 and AS6939 with IPv6 routing information, and gives the prefix length distribution in Table 4 . This paper collects the routing tables of AS174, AS3356 and AS6939 with IPv6 routing information, and gives the prefix length distribution in Table 4 .
In order to illustrate the efficiency of the algorithm and avoid the error caused by the difference of the computer performance and the influence of the program, the experiment uses the number of memory access to determine the search efficiency.
According to the data of Table 4 , the hash function, the search speed and the storage space of the algorithm are evaluated. The algorithm is implemented in Python.
Hash Function Performance
First of all, the proposed hash function is tested. The data structures are created using the data in AS6939, AS174, and A3356, the experimental results shown in Table 5 . Through the experimental simulation results, we can know that the probability of hash conflict is less than 0.2%, combined with the proposed hash conflict processing strategy, LFT can effectively store the address prefix information.
Lookup Performance
In the lookup performance test, the experimental results shown in Figure 8 . Although AS174, AS3356 and AS6939 come from different autonomous systems, they have a similar address prefix distribution. Compared with Compressed Trie, this algorithm has a great advantage. Compared with the algorithm used in the literature [16] , which also uses the hash table and the Trie structure, the algorithm has better searching efficiency.
Storage Space
In the storage space, the experimental results shown in Figure 9 . The algorithm in literature 16 is to optimize the items with the address prefix length of 32 to save more storage space, the proposed algorithm is to optimize the items with the address prefix length of 48 to save more storage space. The IPv6 address prefix distribution rules show, as the IPv6 network gradually matures, the number of items with address prefix length of 48 will be in the leading position in the routing table for a long time. Thus with the increase routing table items, the proposed algorithm consumes less space in the storage than the algorithm in literature [16] .
In addition, the proposed algorithm uses a multi-bit tree to reduce the height of the tree, and due to the existence of address prefix length extension mechanism, a large number of nodes are generated. Therefore, in the case of fewer items, the consumption of space is more than the algorithm in literature 16. With the increase of the routing table items, the nodes generated by the algorithm are gradually changed into the node with address prefix information and next hop routing information and the consumption of the storage space is almost invariant. Therefore, we can see from Figure 9 , with the increase of the routing table items, the algorithm in the storage space advantage is more and more obvious. In addition, since 6-5-4Trie is sparse, there is still room for optimization in the consumption of storage space.
The above experimental results show that the algorithm has advantages in hash function conflict avoidance, lookup performance and storage space, and the each performance indicator is good.
Conclusion
The algorithm combines the hash table with the multi-bit tree in phases, and the distribution characteristics of IPv6 address prefix length are full considered in the design. First, the rarely used address prefix and the common address prefix are stored separately. Secondly, for the common address prefix, the algorithm preferentially matches the items with the prefix length of 48. In most cases, the algorithm only needs to perform a memory access, you can find the next hop routing information, even in the worst case only need to access 6 times the memory. At the same time, the update complexity and the lookup complexity of the algorithm are O(6), which can adapt to the frequent update of IPv6 routing. The algorithm consumes less storage space, and has the characteristics of simple structure and easy to implement with hardware.
